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INTRODUCTION

Thyroid nodules come to clinical attention when 

noted by the patient, by a physician during routine 

physical examination, or during a radiologic 

procedure, such as carotid ultrasonography, neck 

computed tomography (CT), or positron emission 

tomography (PET) scanning. Their clinical 

importance is primarily related to the need to 

exclude thyroid cancer, which accounts for 4.0 to 

6.5 percent of all thyroid nodules in non-surgical 
series.



Epidemiology

Studies have shown thyroid nodules to be presentin 5 % of 

women and 1 % of men in areas which are iodine sufficient , 

and is not an uncommon clinical problem. In the United 

states, 4–7 %of people have palpable thyroid nodules  with an 

incidence of around 2–4 per 100,000 people per year and 

constitute about 1 % of all the cancers. Thyroid nodules are 

more commonly seen in women and the elderly . The 

prevaence of thyroid nodules is increased when those nodules 

are included which are detected by Ultrasonography or at 
autopsy.



Certain factors associated with increased risk for 

thyroid nodules are smoking, alcohol consumption 

and IGF-1 levels . Oral contraceptives and statins 

are possibly associated with a reduced risk of 
nodule formation .



Causes of thyroid nodules

MalignantBenign

Papillary carcinomaMultinodular (sporadic) goiter 
("colloid adenoma"

Follicular carcinomaHashimoto's (chronic lymphocytic) 
thyroiditis

Minimally or widely invasiveCysts (colloid, simple, or hemorrhagic)

Oxyphilic (Hürthle cell) typeFollicular adenomas

Medullary carcinomaMacrofollicular adenomas

Anaplastic carcinomaMicrofollicular or cellular adenomas

Primary thyroid lymphomaHürthle cell (oxyphil cell) adenomas

Metastatic carcinoma (breast, renal 
cell, others)

Macro- or microfollicular patterns



initial evaluation

The initial evaluation in all patients with a thyroid nodule 

:Includes

●History and physical examinatio

●Measurement of serum TSH

●Ultrasound to confirm the presence of nodularity, assess 

sonographic features, and assess for the presence of additional 

nodules and lymphadenopathy



History and physical examination

There are several features of the history that suggest an 

increased likelihood of malignancy, such as a history of rapid 

growth of a neck mass, childhood head and neck irradiation, 

total body irradiation for bone marrow transplantation, family 

history of thyroid cancer, or thyroid cancer syndromes (eg, 

multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2 [MEN2], familial 

adenomatous polyposis, or Cowden syndrome). 

The physical examination findings of a fixed hard mass, 

obstructive symptoms, cervical lymphadenopathy, or vocal 

cord paralysis all suggest the possibility of cancer



Physical Examination

Can be of varying sizes, though  nodules >1 

cm should undergo further workup.  Nodules 

<1 cm are generally not palpable  unless they 
are in the anterior lobe.

Dimensions:

Can range from smooth to irregular suggesting 
benign and malignant nature of nodule respectively

Surface:

Can range from soft, firm to hard suggesting 

diagnoses such as colloid cysts, adenomas to 
carcinomas respectively

Consistency:

Nodules fixed to underlying tissues generally are 
suggestive of cancer

Mobility:

Can be freely mobile or fixedin case of cancer.Overlying skin:

Tenderness suggests recenthemorrhage.Tenderness:



Posterior approach for palpation of the
thyroid gland



Anterior approach for palpation of the
thyroid gland



Serum TSH

Thyroid function should be assessed in all patients with 

thyroid nodules:

●If the serum TSH concentration is subnormal, indicating 

overt or subclinical hyperthyroidism, the possibility that the 

nodule is hyperfunctioning is increased and thyroid 

scintigraphy should be performed next. Thyroid hormone 

production from some autonomous nodules may suppress 

TSH only within the lower portion of the normal range (eg, 

<1.0 mU/L). 

●If the serum TSH concentration is normal or elevated and 

the nodule meets sonographic criteria for sampling, then fine 

needle aspiration (FNA) biopsy is indicated. In addition, 

patients with a high serum TSH concentration require an 

evaluation for hypothyroidism.



Serum TSH

serum TSH is an independent risk factor for predicting 

malignancy in a thyroid nodule. In a study of 1500 patients 

presenting to a thyroid practice, the prevalence of malignancy 

was 2.8, 3.7, 8.3, 12.3, and 29.7 percent for patients with serum 

TSH concentrations <0.4 mU/L, 0.4 to 0.9 mU/L, 1.0 to 1.7 

mU/L, 1.8 to 5.5 mU/L, and >5.5 mU/L, respectively . Other 

studies have shown that when cancer was diagnosed, a higher
TSH was associated with a more advanced stage of cancer .



Thyroid ultrasonography



Thyroid ultrasonography

Thyroid ultrasound should be performed in all patients with a 

suspected thyroid nodule or nodular goiter on physical 

examination or with nodules incidentally noted on other 

imaging studies (carotid ultrasound, CT, MRI, or 

fludeoxyglucose [FDG]-PET scan).

Thyroid ultrasonography is used to answer questions about 

the size and anatomy of the thyroid gland and adjacent 

structures in the neck. It provides considerably more

anatomic detail than thyroid scintigraphy , CT , and physical 

examination .



Thyroid ultrasonography

There are several ultrasonographic findings that 

are suspicious for thyroid cancer . The predictive 

value of these characteristics varies widely, and we 

do not rely on thyroid ultrasound to diagnose 
cancer or to select patients for surgery.



Sonographic patterns, estimated risk of malignancy, and FNA guidance 
for thyroid nodules

Consider biopsy (FNA 

size cutoff, largest 
dimension)

Estimated risk 
of malignancy

US features Sonographic
pattern

Recommend FNA at 
>1 cm

>70 to 90%Solid hypoechoic nodule or solid 

hypoechoic component of a partially cystic 

nodule WITH one or more of the following 

features: irregular margins (infiltrative, 

microlobulated), microcalcifications, taller 

than wide shape, rim calcifications with small 

extrusive soft tissue component, evidence of 
extrathyroidal extension

High suspicion

Recommend FNA 
at >1 cm

10 to 20%Hypoechoic solid nodule with smooth 

margins WITHOUT microcalcifications, 

extrathyroidal extension, or taller than wide 
shape

Intermediate 
suspicion

Recommend FNA at 
>1.5 cm

5 to 10%Isoechoic or hyperechoic solid nodule, or 

partially cystic nodule with eccentric solid 

areas, WITHOUT microcalcification, 

irregular margin or extrathyroidal extension, 
or taller than wide shape

Low suspicion

Consider FNA at >2 cm

Observation without FNA is 
also a reasonable option

<3%Spongiform or partially cystic nodules 

WITHOUT any of the sonographic features 

described in low, intermediate, or high 
suspicion patterns

Very low suspicion

No biopsy<1%Purely cystic nodules (no solid component)Benign



Sonographic criteria for FNA

In the presence of abnormal cervical lymph nodes, 

thyroid nodules of any size should be biopsied. FNA 

cytology may be obtained from the abnormal 
lymph node if the nodule is not amenable to FNA.





A longitudinal image of the left thyroid lobe that shows a 2.76 X 1.65 

cm isoechoic nodule (+ --- + & X --- X). A thin halo (arrows) is evident



Transverse view of the thyroid region that shows a hyperechoic nodule 
(N) in the right lobe of a goiter



This is a transverse view of the thyroid gland (T) that shows a 3.2 x 1.2 
cm hypoechoic, pre-tracheal nodule (+ --- +) in the right lobe/isthmus



Thyroid nodule with spongiform appearance on ultrasound



Hypoechoic nodule with microcalcifications



A longitudinal image with Doppler interrogation of the left thyroid lobe that 

shows a hypoechoic, hypervascular nodule in its lower pole (N). Blood vessels 

are seen in the rest of the lobe (arrows).



Fine needle aspiration biopsy



Cancer 
risk

The National Cancer Institute Thyroid Fine Needle 

Aspiration State of the Science Conference (“Bethesda 

Conference”) suggests the following cytologic
classification scheme :

1 to 4%I.Nondiagnostic (unsatisfactory)

0 to 3%II. Benign – This includes macrofollicular or 

adenomatoid/hyperplastic nodules, colloid adenomas, nodular 
goiter, and Hashimoto's thyroiditis

5 to 15%III. Follicular lesion or atypia of undetermined significance (FLUS 

or AUS) – This includes lesions with atypical cells, or mixed 
macro- and microfollicular nodules

15 to 30%IV. Follicular neoplasm – This includes microfollicular nodules, 
including Hürthle cell lesions

60 to 75%V. Suspicious for malignancy

97 to 99%VI. Malignant





Molecular markers

When cytologic results show FLUS/AUS or follicular 

neoplasm, the results are often called indeterminate. The risk 

of malignancy with these cytologic classifications ranges from 

5 to 32 percent. Previously, the majority of patients with a 

cytologic result of follicular neoplasm, and those patients with 

a diagnostic result of FLUS/AUS confirmed on repeat 

aspiration, had diagnostic thyroid surgery. However, most 

patients (75 to 95 percent) had surgery for what was 

ultimately confirmed to be benign disease. Improvement in 

the assessment of indeterminate FNA results with molecular 

testing allows better risk stratification and reduces the need 
for diagnostic thyroid surgery.



Molecular markers

There are three approaches to the molecular 

characterization of FNA aspirates that are commercially 

available in the United States: the identification of particular 

molecular markers of malignancy, such as BRAF and RAS

mutational status, the use of high-density genomic data for 

molecular classification (an FNA-trained mRNA classifier), 

and the use of an FNA-trained miRNA classifier combined 
with molecular markers of malignancy . 







Serum calcitonin concentration

The routine measurement of serum calcitonin in patients 

with nodular thyroid disease is controversial . In countries 

where pentagastrin is available, basal serum calcitonin 

screening for patients with thyroid nodular disease is 

recommended . At present, we agree with others that the 

routine use of basal calcitonin measurements in nodular 

thyroid disease is not warranted in countries (eg, United 

States) where the use of pentagastrin stimulation as a 
confirmatory test is not available .



Serum calcitonin concentration

False-positive calcitonin results may be obtained in patients 

with hypercalcemia, hypergastrinemia, neuroendocrine 

tumors, renal insufficiency, papillary and follicular thyroid 

carcinomas, goiter, and chronic autoimmune thyroiditis . 

Furthermore, prolonged treatment with omeprazole (greater 

than two to four months), beta blockers, and glucocorticoids 

have been associated with hypercalcitoninemia . In addition, 

there are reports of rare MTCs that do not secrete calcitonin, 
and a false negative test result may be expected.



Serum thyroglobulin

Serum thyroglobulin levels can be elevated in many 

thyroid diseases. An elevated level does not help 

discriminate benign from malignant thyroid 

nodules. Thus, we do not measure serum 

thyroglobulin levels as part of the evaluation of 
patients with a thyroid nodule.



Monitoring of nodules that do not meet 
FNA criteria

Nodules that do not meet sonographic criteria for FNA should be 

monitored. The frequency of evaluation depends upon the sonographic

features of the nodules  We perform periodic ultrasonography initially 
at:

6 to 12 months for subcentimeter nodules with suspicious characteristics

12 to 24 months for nodules with low to intermediate suspicion on ultrasound

>24 months for very-low-risk nodules



Multiple nodules

Patients with multiple nodules have the same risk of 

malignancy as those with a single nodule . Thus, the 

sonographic features of each nodule should be assessed 

independently to determine the need for FNA biopsy. If there 

are multiple coalescent nodules and none have suspicious 

sonographic features, FNA biopsy of the largest nodule is 

reasonable . The nodules that are not biopsied should be 
monitored with periodic ultrasonography.



Thyroid incidentalomas

Incidentalomas are nonpalpable thyroid nodules that are 

detected during other imaging procedures. Nonpalpable

nodules have approximately the same risk of malignancy as 

palpable nodules . In some settings, especially nodules 

discovered on PET scan, the risk of malignancy may be higher, 
but in other settings (cystic nodules), it may be lower.



MANAGEMENT



Iodine status worldwide in 2014; based on the median 
urinary iodine concentration



Benign nodules

The efficacy of thyroid hormone suppressive therapy in 

euthyroid patients with solitary benign thyroid nodules or 

sporadic nontoxic multinodular goiters is controversial. Most 

studies have shown that few thyroid nodules regress in 

patients taking thyroid hormone. The American Thyroid 

Association does not recommend suppression therapy of 
benign thyroid nodules in iodine sufficient populations .



Benign nodules

Thyroid hormone suppressive therapy is effective in 

reducing goiter volume and preventing the 

development of new nodules in some patients, 

particularly in patients from regions of the world 

with borderline or low iodine intake . In the 

absence of a history of childhood head and neck 

irradiation, we presently do not routinely treat 

euthyroid goitrous patients from areas of iodine 
sufficiency with thyroxine (T4).



Dosing

It is possible that the benefits of T4 therapy do not require 

suppression to subnormal serum TSH concentrations. In one 

trial, 49 patients from Istanbul (a city with reported adequate 

iodine intake) with solitary thyroid nodules were randomly 

assigned to receive high-dose (serum TSH <0.01 mU/L) or 

low-dose (serum TSH 0.4 to 0.6 mU/L) T4 therapy . High and 

low dose T4 therapy were equally effective in reducing nodule 

volume (36 and 45 percent reduction in nodule size in the 

high and low-dose groups, respectively).



Benign nodules

However, reassessment is warranted when there is substantial 

growth (more than a 50 percent change in volume or 20 

percent increase in nodule diameter with a minimum 

increase in two or more dimensions of at least 2 mm), there is 

the appearance of suspicious ultrasound features, or new 

symptoms are attributed to a nodule . If a nodule is 

reaspirated and the second cytology is benign, ultrasound 

assessment of this particular nodule for possible risk of 
malignancy is no longer necessary .



Benign nodules

We perform periodic ultrasound monitoring of benign thyroid 

nodules, initially at 12 months, then at increasing intervals 

over time, eg, two to five years, with the shorter interval for 

large nodules or nodules with worrisome ultrasound features 

and the longer interval for smaller nodules with classic benign 

ultrasonographic features. Small changes in nodule size on 
serial ultrasonography do not require a repeat aspiration.


